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CHIPOTLE ISSUES NEW SUSTAINABILITY REPORT AND SHARES
PROGRESS ON WASTE DIVERSION GOAL OF 50% BY 2020
Transitioning the definition of trash; turning plastic gloves into plastic bags
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif., April 30, 2019 /PRNEWSWIRE/ -- Chipotle Mexican Grill (NYSE: CMG),
announced the publication of its 2018 Sustainability Report today, sharing how it’s cultivating a
better world with new initiatives and goals for environmental sustainability.
Covering everything from animal welfare to local produce, philanthropy to employee benefits,
energy reduction and recycling, the company is focused on making a difference and leading the
industry with aggressive goals, innovative thinking and transparency.
With a goal of diverting 50% of restaurant waste from landfills by 2020, Chipotle conducted
detailed waste audits to better understand its waste patterns. In doing so, the team learned
that 95% of all gloves used in restaurants end up in a landfill. As there was no known
commercial recycling available for the gloves, Chipotle vowed to find a solution. Upon
discovering the materials in the gloves were the same as the recycled trash bags used by the
brand, Chipotle partnered with Revolution Bag in Salinas, California to start a pilot program
turning plastic gloves into trash bags. What started as a pilot in eight restaurants across
Portland is now expanding into 17 restaurants in Sacramento.
“If we truly want to be leaders in this space, we cannot just settle for the best available option,”
said Caitlin Leibert, Director of Sustainability at Chipotle. “There is no ‘one size fits all solution’
for sustainability. We want to revolutionize the way people think about waste and the potential
of everyday items like gloves and trash bags.”
In addition to piloting unique programs to reduce waste like the gloves to bags program, the
2018 Sustainability Report shares Chipotle’s 2018 accomplishments towards global
sustainability. Highlights from the report include:
•
•
•
•
•

A 25% reduction in average restaurant waste since 2016
42% waste diversion from the landfill (with a goal of 50% by 2020)
100% of napkins and paper bags were made with 100% recycled fiber
100% of the paper in cups were Sustainable Forestry Initiative Certified
88% of restaurants had a diversion program (recycling and / or compost for packaging)

By 2020, Chipotle is committing to:
• Testing a recyclable or compostable cup and lid including a strawless option
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•
•

Reducing the amount of plastic in cutlery by 20%
Having a diversion program (recycling and / or compost) at 100% of restaurants

In addition to an overview of efforts in waste reduction, the Sustainability Report covers
Chipotle’s environment, people, food and animal goals and accomplishments with compelling
stats and unseen industry transparency.
“Being transparent with the world holds us accountable for our actions,” said Brian Niccol, Chief
Executive Officer at Chipotle. “We want everyone to know exactly what we are doing, from how
our food is raised to how it is served. We are doing our part to help limit our impact on the
environment and to change the way people think about trash, energy and food.”
To learn more about sustainability at Chipotle and review the full report, please visit
Chipotle.com/Sustainability
###
About Chipotle
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. (NYSE: CMG) is cultivating a better world by serving responsibly
sourced, classically-cooked, real food with wholesome ingredients without artificial colors,
flavors or preservatives. Chipotle had approximately 2,500 restaurants as of March 31,
2019, in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, France and Germany and is the only
restaurant company of its size that owns and operates all its restaurants. With more than
70,000 employees passionate about providing a great guest experience, Chipotle is a longtime
leader and innovator in the food industry. Chipotle is committed to making its food more
accessible to everyone while continuing to be a brand with a demonstrated purpose as it leads
the way in digital, technology and sustainable business practices. Steve Ells, founder and
executive chairman, first opened Chipotle with a single restaurant in Denver, Colorado in 1993.
For more information or to place an order online, visit WWW.CHIPOTLE.COM.

